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Aimtract - -The  mollification method, originally developed for the solution of the inverse heat con- 
duction problem, is implemented as a frout-tracking, space marching, finite difference procedure to 
determine the location of the solld/liquid interface in one-dimensional melting problems. The tech- 
nique is "reversible" in the lense that if the temperature history is approxinmtely known at two 
arbitrary polnt~ in the liquid region or in the solid region, the Stefan problem is solved by march- 
ing forward or backward in space. The method is also applied to the solution of the inverse Stefan 
problem, where the temperature and heat flux histories are measured at the transient front interface 
and the temperature and heat flux histories at the fixed boundary are desired. The accuracy of 
the algorithm is illustrated by several linear and nonlinear examples where exact and noisy data are 
considered. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In many applications related to solidification phenomena in phase-change materials it is important 
to know with good accuracy the evolution of the solid-liquid interface. 
It is possible to consider suitable inverse heat conduction problems (IHCP) defined only on 
the liquid domain or on the solid domain, to approximately determine the transient location 
of the interface. In this setting, the one-dimensional Stefan problem is simply considered as a 
one-dimensional IHCP with an unknown moving boundary location, which is assumed to be an 
isotherm. To solve the associated IHCP, the temperature and heat flux history functions are 
needed at one location of the liquid (solid) domain or, alternatively, two temperature histories at 
two different locations of the liquid (solid) domain must be measured. This point of view amounts 
to replacing the Stefan's well-posed problem by the IHCP, an inherently ill-posed problem: small 
errors in the input data might induce large errors in the computed interface temperature 
needed to locate the front--and, consequently, special methods are necessary in order to restore 
continuity with respect o the data. 
In this paper, we consider the implementation f the mollification method, originally developed 
for the solution of the IHCP (see [1] and [2]), as a front-tracking, space marching, explicit and 
unconditionally stable finite difference procedure to determine the location of the solid/liquid 
interface in one-dimensional melting problems. 
The space marching method is also applied to the solution of the inverse Stefan problem: If 
the front evolution and the heat flux at the melting interface are approximately known, the 
task consists now on finding the temperature and heat flux histories at the fixed liquid (solid) 
boundary location. It is quite natural to attempt o solve this problem with some variant of the 
IHCP, since it is well known (see [3]) that the inverse Stefan problem is ill-posed with respect 
to perturbations in the data and special techniques are needed in order to restore some type of 
stability. 
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The IHCP approach for the numerical solution of Stefan's problem was implemented initially by 
Katz and Rubinsky [4] and, more recently, by Sam~, Raynaud, Jarny and Delaunay [5] by means 
of space marching, moving finite elements and finite difference techniques, respectively. (See 
also [6].) For the inverse Stefan problem, Zabaras, Mukherjee and Richmond [7] have proposed 
a combined numerical procedure based on the integral method and the future temperatures 
algorithm of Beck, Litkhouki, and St. Clair [8]. In these papers, however, the stability question 
remained unanswered. 
For the one-dimensional Stefan problem there are numerous results available concerning the 
existence, uniqueness and stability of the solution (see [9]). A detailed description of several 
numerical direct methods for the approximate solution of the Stefan problem, and some selected 
algorithms for the numerical solution of the inverse Stefan problem can be found in the book 
by Crank [10]. The numerical solution of the inverse Stefan problem was also implemented by 
Jochum [11,12] using nonlinear approximation techniques of optimal control. 
In Section 2, we define the inverse problems with data specified on a continuum of time and 
data error measured in the L2-norm, and derive rigorous tability bounds. 
The efficiency of the method is demonstrated in Section 3, where together with a description of 
the numerical procedures, we present the results of several computational experiments of interest 
for the Stefan problem marching "forward" ("backward") in space with linear and nonlinear 
models--and for the inverse Stefan problem. In all cases, numerical stability and good accuracy 
are achieved, even for small time steps and high levels of noise in the input data. Section 4 
includes a summary and some conclusions. 
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEMS 
~.1. Stelan Problem 
Mathematically, the one-dimensional one-phase Stefan problem can be defined as follows. As- 
suming linear heat conduction with constant coefficients and dimensionless quantities, the un- 
known temperature in the liquid phase u(z, t) satisfies 
u, (z , t )  = u . (z , t ) ,  0 < • < sCt), 0 < t ___ r ,  
u(z, 0) = uo(z), 0 < x < 8(0) > 0, 
u(0, t) = F(t), 0 < t < T, 
~(8(t), t) = 0, 0 < t ___ T, 
ds 
-u , (s ( t ) , t )  = -~(t) = q(t), 0 < t < T, 
(1) 
where the initial temperature distribution, uo(z), and the fixed boundary temperature history, 
F(t), are known, and one has to determine the transient interface location, s(t), and the heat 
flux at the front, q(t). 
For the application of the IItCP techniques to the approximate solution of this problem, it is 
also necessary to measure the heat flux history at the fixed boundary z = 0, or, alternatively, to
measure the temperature history at another location xl, 0 < xl < a(0). Thus, we consider the 
problem 
u,(x , t )  = u_Cx,t ) ,  0 < • < s(t), 0 < t ___ T, 
~(x, 0) = ~o(~), 0 < • < s(0) > 0, 
u(0,t) = F($), 0 < t < T, with corresponding 
approximate data function Fra(t), 
-u~(O,t) = Q(t), 0 < t <_ T, with corresponding 
approximate data function Qm(t), 
u(s ( t ) , t )  = 0 = f ( t ) ,  0 < t < T, 
ds t -u~(s(t) , t)  = -~( ) = q(t), 0 < t < T. 
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We also assume that all the functions involved are L2-functions in any time interval of interest 
and use the corresponding L~-norm, as defined below, to measure rrors: 
Itfll = If(t)12dt , 0 < tl < t~ < T. 
In this setting, it is also natural to hypothesize that the exact data functions F(t) and Q(t), 
and the measured ata functions F,n(t) and Qm(t) satisfy the L2 data error bounds 
IIF- Frail < e and IIQ - QmH < ¢. 
It is well known that solving for f(t) and q(t) from Fro(t) and Qm(t) amplifies every Fourier 
frequency component of the error by the factor exp[lw[/2] 1/2, -co  < w < co. This shows that 
the inverse problem is highly ill-posed in the high frequency components. See [1,2] for further 
discussions. 
Stabilized Problem 
a) I.ienid phase 
The one-dimensional IHCP can be stabilized if instead of attempting to find the point values 
of the temperature function f(t) or the heat flux function q(t), we attempt o reconstruct the 
6-mollification of the functions f and q at time t, given by 
36 f(t) = (P6 * f)(t), Ja q(t) = (P6 * q)(t), 
where [-fl p~(t) = 6-1~ -1/2 exp 
is a one-dimensional Ganssian kernel of radius 6 > 0. The mollifier p~(t) is always positive, falls 
to nearly zero outside the interval centered at the origin and radius 36, and 
/_° (P6 * f)(t) "- p6(r) f(t - -  ~') dr 
oo  
is the one-dimensional convolution of the functions p6 and f.  We notice that J6 f(t) is a 
C°°(infinitely differentiable) function and that the mollifier has total integral 1. Mollifying sys- 
tem (2), we obtain the following associated problem: Attempt o find J6 fm(t) = J6 u(s6(t),t) 
and J6 qm(t) = -J6 uz(s6(t),t) at some point t of interest and for some radius 6 > 0, given that 
36 u(z, t) satisfies, in the liquid phase, 
(J6u),=(J6u)~., O<z<s6(t), O<t<T, 
& u(z,O) = & uo(~,O), O<z<sdO)>O,  
J# u(O,t) = Ja Fro(t), 0 < t S T, 
- J6 u.(o,t) = J60 . ( t ) ,  o < t <__ T, 
J6 u(s6(t),t) = J6 fro(t) = O, 0 < t < T, 
(3) 
- J6udsdt ) ,O=J6q~(t ) ,  0<t<T.  
The normalized version of this problem and its solutions atisfy the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that 0 < s6(0) < as(t) <_ 1, IIF - Full _< e and ]IQ- Qmll < ~. Then 
(i) The problem in (3) is a formally stable problem with respect o perturbations in the data. 
(ii) he the exact boundary temperature function [(t) and the exact heat 6ux function q(t) have 
uniformly bounded first order derivatives on the bounded omain D = [0, T], then 3a fm 
and 36 qm verify 
fls- 3,.fmliv _< 0(0 + 3,e~ [(26)-~/s], (4) 
and 
[Iq- 36 q,n[[t) < 0(6)+ 2-'e (1 + 3exp [6-r/a]) . (5) 
The proof of this statement can be found in [2]. 
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Once the mollified temperature function has been evaluated, it is feasible to attempt to identify 
the interface function st(t). 
Identification of the interface f~nctwn s(t) 
In general, the recovered mollified temperature Ja fn  will be zero at the approximate isotherm 
st(t) which is different han the exact isoterm s(t). However, since the function Jau(s,t) is 
strictly increasing with respect o the first variable s for 0 < s(0) < s(T) < 1, under the 
8Jaull condition -b ' ; - ,  IIo >- ka > 0, it is possible to estimate the error list - s i lo .  
From 
l i b  u(sa, .) - h u(s,  .)l id >- ktl ls - s t l lo ,  
lisa - s i lo  <__ ( / cs ) - l l l h  u (ss , . )  - u(s,  .) + u(s,  .) - h u (s , . ) l l o  
= (/ct)-x Ilu(s, .) - Ja u(s,  .) l lo,  
taking into account hat u(s,t) = 0 and Ja u(sa,t) = 0. Hence, using the estimate (4) with 
Jt u(sa(t),t) = h fn(t)  and u(s(t),t) = f(t), we get 
REMARKS. 
1. Notice that the approximate interface function, st, is actually a function of the radius of 
mollification, 6, and the amount of noise in the data, e. 
2. Inequality (6) can be used to show the convergence of st to s in the L2-norm. In fact, 
setting 0(6) = C6 for some constant C > 0, and choosing 6 = [ ln(7~)]  -sl~, after 
replacing these quantities in (6), we obtain 
l ist - s i lo  ___ (ks) -1  c In ~ + 3e 1/2 . 
This last inequality implies that, for the special selection of the radius of mollification 
indicated above, lisa - s i lo  --. 0 as ~ --. 0. 
b) Solid phase 
Clearly, it is also possible to state a similar problem for the solid phase: Attempt to find 
Ja fro(t) = Ja u(st(t),t) = 0 and Ja qn(t) = -Ja u~(sa(t),t) at some point of interest and for 
some radius 6 > 0, given that Ja u(z,t) satisfies, in the solid phase, 
(J6 u), = (J6 u).., 
Ja u(x, 0) = Ja u0(x, 0), 
Ja u(1,t) = Ja Fro(t), 
-Ja uf(1,t)= JaQn(t) ,  
Ja u(sa(t),t) = Ja In(t)  = O, 
-h  u~(sa(t),t) = Ja qm(t), 
sa(t) < z < 1, 
s6(0)~z<l, 
O<t~T,  
O<t<T,  
O<t<T,  
O<t<T.  
O<t<T, 
o _< s(0) < 1, 
(z) 
REMARK. We notice that the same stability bounds developed for the "forward in space" problem 
in the liquid phase apply also to the solutions of the Stefan problem in the sohd phase. 
~.~. Inverse Ste/an Problem 
In the formulation of the problem in (1), assume that a given initial temperature distribution, 
u0(z), a prescribed interface of zero temperature, s(t), and the transient heat flux at the front, 
ds 
-u~(s(t),t) = -~(t) = q(t), are known. The inverse Stefan problem consist on finding the 
temperature and heat flux history functions t the fixed boundary z = 0. This problem can be 
immediately reinterpreted in terms of the "backward in space" IHCP in the liquid phase, with an 
"initial" transient boundary. Consequently, the inverse Stefan problem is an ill-posed problem, 
and special methods are needed in order to restore continuity with respect o the data. 
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Stabilized Problem 
Proceeding as in the previous ections, we obtain the associated well-posed normalized problem: 
Attempt o find J6 Fra(t) = Jt u(0,t) and J6 Qra(t) = -J6 u=(0,t) at some time t of interest and 
for some radius of mollification 6> 0, given that Js u(z, t) satisfies, in the liquid phase, 
REMARKS.  
( Jsu)t=(Jsu) ,=,  O<z<s( t )<_ l ,  O<t<T,  
J6 u(z, O) = ,Is uo(z, 0), 0 < z < s(O), 0 < s(O) <_ 1, 
Js u(0,t) = Js F,~(t), 0 < t <_ T, unknown, 
-Jsuf(O,t)=J~Qm(t), O<t<_T, unknown, 
J6 u(s(t),t) = J6 Ira(t) = O, 0 < t < T, 
- J6u,:(s(t),t)=Jsqra(t), O<t<_T. 
(8) 
1. The data function qra(t) represents he measured heat flux function at the interface, and 
we assume Ilqra - qllD -< e. 
2. The conclusions of Theorem 1 also apply here with the obvious changes in notation, i.e., 
the corresponding estimates now read 
IIF - J6 F~IID _< 0(6) + 3eexp [(26) -~/~] (9) 
and 
,,Q- Js Q..,[v _< 0(6)+ 2-1• (1 + 3exp [6-:~/z]) . (10) 
The computational details are presented in the next section. 
3. NUMERICAL  PROCEDURE 
We explain the numerical procedure for the normalized Stefan problem in the liquid phase in 
detail. 
av  
With v = J6 u and  z = -0"zz' the system (3) is equivalent to 
av ~z 
=-~ O<x<ss( t )< l ,  O<t<T,  & ~gz' 
@v z=-o-- ~, O<z<ss(t)<l, O<t<T, 
v(O,t) = J6 Fra(t), 0 < t < T, 
z(O,t)=J6Qra(t), O<t<T,  
v(z, O) = .Is uo(z, 0), 0 < z < as(O) > O, 
v(ss( t ) , t )  = J6 fro(t) = O, 0 < t <_ T, ss(t) unknown, 
z(ss(t),t) = J6 qm(t), O < t <_ T, unknown. 
(11) 
Without loss of generality, we will seek to reconstruct the unknown transient interface location 
function, s6, and the mollified boundary heat flux function, J6 qm, in the unit interval I = [0, 1] 
of the time axis. Consider a uniform grid in the (z, t) space 
{(z ,= ih , t ,=nk) ,  i=0 ,1 , . . . ,N ,  Nh=l ;  n=0,1 , . . . ,M ,  Mk=L},  
where L depends on h and t in a way to be specified later, L > 1. Let the grid functions V and 
W be defined by 
~" = v(z~,t.),  W? = z(z~,t.),  0 < i < N, 0 <.  < M. 
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Notice that 
V~=J, Fm(tn), W~=J, Qm(tn), O<n<M, 
and 
V~ ° = J6 n0(z/, 0), 0 < i < N. 
We approximate the partial differential equation in system (11) with the consistent finite differ- 
ence schemes 
wt+1 = w,  - (v? +I - v?-1), 
~rx -- ~n + h W~n_x, (12) 
i-- 1,2,...,N- 1, N; n = 1,2,...,M- 1. 
Notice that, as we march forward in the z-direction, we must drop the estimation of the interior 
temperature from the highest previous point in time. Since we want to evaluate {V~ n } and {V¢~ } 
at the grid points of the unit time interval I = [0, 1] after at most N iterations, the minhnum 
initial length L of the data sample interval in the time axis (z -- 0) needs to satisfy the condition 
L=kM=l -k+~.  
At each space step, once the temperature V~ n and the heat flux W~ have been reconstructed for 
0 < n < nmax, we proceed with the approximate identification of the front s6, by first collecting 
the pair of indices ( i ,n - 1),(i,n), for which V~ n-1 • V~ n < 0, 1 < n < nmax (vertical search). 
Thus, for the space location i h, the time location of s6 is obtained by linear interpolation. The 
horizontal search proceeds imilarly: after collecting the pair of indices (i - 1, n), (i, n) for which 
N Vi_ t • Vi n ~ 0, i < n < nm~x, for the time location ik, the space location of s6 is then obtained 
by linear interpolation. 
P~MARKS. 
1. The radius of mollification, 6, can be selected automatically as a function of the level of 
noise in the data. In fact, for a given ~ > 0, there is a unique 6 > 0, such that 
IIJ, Fm-  F,,,IID = e. (13) 
For the proof of this assertion and some discussions on the numerical implementation of 
this practical selection criterion, see [1]. 
2. For the proof of the unconditional stability of the finite difference scheme (12), and the 
analysis of the convergence of the numerical solution to the solution of the mollified prob- 
lem in (3), the reader should consult [2]. 
3. While marching forward in space, the horizontal search for the location of the space co- 
ordinate of the interface, s6, at the time grid points requires the storage of the computed 
time vector temperature solution at the previous space location. 
4. The implementation of the numerical procedure for the solution of the normalized Stefan 
problem in the solid domain proceeds as explained above, except that the data functions 
are given at the fixed location z = 1, and we march backward in space. 
N~mericel ResultJ 
a) Ste/an problem. Liquid phase 
In order to test the accuracy and the stability properties of our method, in Problem 1, the 
approximate recoustruction of an interface function s6 is investisated for a one-dimensional, one- 
phase Stefan problem exposed to a heat flux data function at the liquid (fixed) surface z - 0, 
given by 
-u(0,0 = Q(t) - 2-tD exp (1 -  2-z/2 + 2) , t>0,  
and a temperature data function 
( ') u(0,t) = F(t) - exp 1 - 2 -I/2 -F ~ - 1, t>_O, 
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If the initial temperature distribution is 
u(z,O) = exp (1 -  2 -1/:~ - 2-1/2z) -- 1, 0 _< • _< s(O), 
then the exact temperature and heat flux functions in the liquid phase are given, respectively, by 
( , ) u(z , t )=exp 1 -2  -~/~+~-2-~/~z  -1 ,  O<z<s( t ) _< l ,  O<t_<T,  
and 
-u (z , t )=(u(z , t )+ l )2  -112, O<z<s( t )< l ,  O<t<.T .  
The exact interface solution function to be approximately reconstructed has equation s(t) = 
2 -z/2 t + 21D - 1, and the exact emperature and heat flux functions at the melting surface are, 
respectively, u(s(t),t) = f(t) = O, 0 < t <_ T, and -u~(s(t),t) = q(t) = 2 -11~, 0 < t <. T. 
In Problem 2, we attempt o approximately reconstruct the transient interface function s(t) 
and the heat flux -u,(s(t) ,  t) = q(t) at the melting front, for a normalized one-dimensional Stefan 
problem, with the exact data functions 
u(o,t)  = F(t)  = - t  - 0.5, 
-u . ( t )  = O(t)  = -2 ,  
O<t<T,  
O<t<T,  
and the initial temperature distribution, in the liquid domain, given by 
= -0.5z2 + 2z -  0.5, o<x <s(o).  
The exact temperature solution in the liquid phase is 
u (z , t )=-0 .5z  ~+2z- t -0 .5 ,  0<z<s( t )<. l ,  0<t_<T,  
and the exact heat flux has equation 
-ux(z , t )=z -2 ,  O<z<s( t )< 1, O<t<T.  
It follows that the exact transient interface location is given by s(t) = 2 - (3 - 2t) 1/~, 0 < t < 
T, and the temperature and heat flux solutions at the liquid-solid interface are, respectively, 
u(s(t) , t )  = f ( t )  = 0, 0 < t _< T and -uz(s(t),t)  = q(t) = -(3 - 2t) z/~, 0 < t _< T. 
Since in practice only a discrete set of points is generally available, we shall assume that the 
data functions Fm and Qm are discrete functions measured at equally spaced points in the time 
domain I = [O,L], where L = 1 - k + ~, Nh = 1, h = Az and k = At. In order to compute 
J6 Fm(tn) and J6 Qm(tn) in I, we need to extend the data functions in such a way that F,n and 
Qm decay smoothly to zero in I6... = [-36m~,L + 36max], and both are zero in R - I6.,.. In 
what follows, we consider the extended iscrete data functions Fm and Qm, defined at equally 
spaced sample points on any interval of interest in the time axis. 
The selection of the radius of mollification is implemented by solving the discrete version of 
Equation (13), using the bisection method. 
Once the radii of mollification 6~. and 60, associated with the data functions Fm and Qm 
respectively, and the discrete filtered data functions J6 Fm(tn) = V~ and J6 Qm(tn) = W~, 
0 _< n _< M, are determined, with 6 = max(6r, 60), we apply the finite difference algorithm de- 
scribed previously in this section, marching forward in the z-direction and activating the horizon- 
ted and vertical search techniques, as explained before, to approximately determine the location 
of the melting front. The coordinates (z6, t6) so obtained, are then taken as the accepted approx- 
imations for the interface location. Finally, the discrete heat flux history, q(z6, t~), is evaluated 
at those coordinates by linear interpolation. 
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In all cases, we use h = Az  = 0.01 sad k = At = 0.01. Thus, N = 100, L = 1.99, M = 200, 
&mffix = 0.1 and I6.,= = [-0.3,2.29]. The noisy data is obtained by adding a random error to the 
exact data at every grid point tn in I6=,=: 
Fm(t . )  = F( t . )  + ca,l, Qm(t . )  = Q( t . )  -I- en,2, (14)  
where e., l  sad en,2 are Gaussian variables of v~riance a 2 = e 2. 
If the discretized computed transient front function component is denoted by s~, sad the true 
component is s n - s ( t . ) ,  we use the sample root mean square norm to measure the error. The 
solution's error is then given by 
1 ~ ] 1/2 
I1', - ,lid = L -----1 (s~ - an) ~ , (15) 
where L indicate= the number of points of the discrete approximation sa, in the time interval D 
of interest. 
The qualitative behavior sad the error norm of the reconstructed transient front function for 
Problem 1 is illustrated in Figure 1, where the numerical solution for an average perturbation 
-- 0.005 (full line), sad the exact solution are plotted. 
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Filpare I. R__-o~_Jtr~_cted f~nt for Problem 1; 
II, - ,611 = 0.0041, ~ = 0.005, 6 = 0.04, 
At = 0.01, "~= = 0.01. Exact: (***); 
_o~__~t~d ( - - ) .  
Figture 2. Recon~ructed front for Problem 2; 
II, - o, l l  = 0.o032, ~ = 0.00s,  ~ = 0.04, 
At = 0.01, AX = 0.01. Exact: (=**); 
computed  ( - - ) .  
The computed front function (full line) and the corresponding discrete error norm, given by 
equation (15), for Problem 2 and for noise level e - 0.005, are shown in Figure 2. 
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b) Ste/an problem. Solid phase 
To emphasize the versatility of the method, in Problem 3, we consider a one-dimensional semi- 
infinite body, initially at zero temperature, exposed to a heat flux data function at the surface 
x = 0, given by 
[a'(t -- 0.2)] -112 , t > 0.2, 
- -u , (O, t )= O, 0<t<0.2 .  
Hence, the exact temperature distribution has the equation 
{ [ ' ]  u(z,t)= erfc 2(t-0.2)1/~ , x>0,  t > 0.2, 
0, z>0,  0<t_<0.2 ,  
and in order to model Stefan problem in the solid domain, we measured the data temperature 
function 
u(1,t) =/ ( t )  = erfc 2(t-0.2)'/, ' t > 0.2, 
O, 0 < t < 0.2, 
and the data heat flux function 
~' [ r ( ' -  0.2)] -1/2 exp {- -~ ~, 
-u , (1 , t )  =q($) = I, O, 
t > 0.2, 
0 < t < 0.2, 
and attempt o determine the location of an isotherm u(z,t) = erfc [2,-~] = constant, 0 _< z < 1, 
t _> 0.2. For instance, if we set u(z, t) = 0.257899, we find ~ = 0.8, and the exact location of 
the simulated "melting ~ front is given by 
1.6tzl 
• (t )= o, 
t > 0.2, 
0<t  <0.2. 
The computed front s6 for this example, obtained by using the finite difference scheme (12) -  
with the vertical and horizontal front tracking procedures--, now marching backward in space, 
is plotted in Figure 3 (full line), together with the corresponding exact front location and the 
associated iscrete is error norm. 
(14) are now given by 
and 
Notice that the noisy data functions described in Equation 
=/( t . )  + 
qm(t.) = q(t.) + 
where t ,  indicates a grid point in the time interval 16... = [-0.3,2.29] at z = 1, and On,l, and 
on,2 are Ganssian variables of variance e 2 = 0.0052. 
In Problem 4, we consider a nonlinear model defined by 
u t= 10 su  su= , O<x,  
z 
-u , (0 , t )  = 0, t > 0, 
u(=, O) = O, 0 < =, 
u(=, t )  ---, O as z ---, oo, t > O, 
fo =° u(z, t) = 1, > O, d= t 
t>O, 
where zo = 10 2 t I/4. 
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Figure 3. Reconstructed front for Problem 3; 
I I ,  - ,6ll = o.oo~, ~ = o.o05, ~ = o~,  
At : 0.01, A: : 0.01• Exact: (***); 
¢om~tea  ( - - ) .  
Figure 4. Reconstructed front for Problem 4; 
II, - ,611 = e .o~s,  e : o.oos, a = ~o4, 
At = 0.01, &x = 0.01. Exact: (***); 
computed (--) .  
The exact  solut ion temperature and heat flux functions are given, respectively, by 
~ (10,,~1, _ =, ) , / , ,  = < _ zo, 
U(Z, , )  
L 0, X > XO, 
and 
~ (10, ,11,-  =~)-~/,, = < =o, 
t 0, x > Xo. 
As before, in order to simulate the Stefan problem, we consider the data functions in the %olid" 
domain = = 1, 
u(1, ')  = F ( ' )=  { ~ (10 ' "1 ' -  1) '1 ' '  '>  10- '1"  
= < 10- '1' ,  
and 
{ ~  (104l 112- 1) -112, , _> 10 -11~, 
-u=(=")  = Q( ' )  = 0, , < 10 - I /2 ,  
and attempt to determine the location of the isotherm u(z,t)  - 0.0169, marching backward 
in space. For this problem, the finite difference scheme is modified according to the nonlineaur 
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diffusion equation, as follows: 
~)  32 v t+'-  v? -~ 
W~".. 1= 1+ 2h Wn r ~10 sk (Ui-) 2 
~'_ l=U.  h - 
i = N,...,1,0; n=l , . . . ,M- l .  
Figure 4 shows the computed front solution, s6 (full line)---obtained with our method for a 
noise level e = 0.005---the xact front solution, s, and the corresponding discrete rror norm of 
the solution. 
c) Inverse Stefan problem 
For our last example, Problem 5, we utilize the inverse Stefan problem associated with the 
problem in (1). We recall that in this case, the exact location of the front is given by s(t) = 
2-1/2t +21/~ - 1, 0 < t _< T, and for the formulation of the inverse Stefan problem, the two data 
functions are described by 
~(~(t ) , t )  = f(t) = o, 0<t<T,  
and 
ds 
-u=(s ( t ) , t )  = -=( t )  = e(t) = 2 -~/=, o < t _< T,  
with initial temperature distribution given by 
.(=,0) = e.p (1 -  2-x/= - =) - 1, 0 < = < .(0)  
In this problem, the task consists on recovering the temperature and the heat flux functions 
u(O,t) = F(t) = exp l l  -- 2-1/~ + ~) --1, 0<t<l ,  
and 
-u=~(o,t) = Q(t) = 2-112exp l l -  2-tl2 + 2)  , 0<t<l ,  
at the fixed liquid boundary z = 0, marching backward in space. In this case, the vertical 
and horizontal search procedures for the numerical tracking of the melting front are no longer 
necem&y. However, instead of starting at the front location s(t), following Crank [10], we first 
introduce the transformation r = ;~,  t > 0. In this manner, the parabolic problem in the new 
variables for the inverse Stefan problem becomes 
de 
urr = - r  s ur-~ + s~ ut, 
u(1, t) = f ( t )  - O, 
-u , (1 ,  t) - q(t) = 2 -112 (2-1/2t + 21/:~ - 1) ,  
u¢r,0)- exp [1-  2 -1 / ' -  2-11'r(2 '1=- 1)], 
0<t<~ 
0<t<~ 
0<t~ 
0<r<l .  
O<r<l ,  s = s(t), 
24s7-E 
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The finite difference scheme consistent with the new partial differential equation is updated, as 
indicated below 
w,- = [1 +( i+ l) h 2-*/~(. k 2-*/~ + 2'/2 - n] w,"+, 
_ (n k 2-,/2 + 2*/2 - 1)2 ~ (~+'- ~*), 
n= 1 ,2 , . . . ,M-  1; i = N-  1, . . . ,1 ,0.  
Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the qualitative behavior and the discrete rror norms of the computed 
temperature and heat flux grid solutions {V0 n) and {W~'), respectively, at the boundary location 
z = 0 (full line), for a noise level e - 0.005. The exact temperature and heat flux solutions are 
also plotted for graphical comparison and we notice that the initial oscillaticm in the approximate 
solutions--notably for the reconstructed heat flux--dissapear almost immediately as the method 
recovers very quickly. 
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Figure 5. Rec~mcM tempcrsture in Problem 5; 
I I F -  J6 Frail = 0.003S, e = o.oo:;, 6 = 0.04, 
At = 0.01, A= = 0.01. Exact: ( *** ) ;  computed 
( - - ) .  
Figure 6. R e c o ~  heat flux in Problem 5; 
I I0 - J ,  0, , , l l  -- 0.0041, ~ = 0.005, a = 0.04, 
At = 0.01, A= = 0.01. Exact: ('**); computed 
(m). 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
An explicit and unconditionally stable, space marching, finite difference method for the nu- 
merical solution of the one-dimensional transient inverse heat conduction problem has been im- 
plemented for the approximate identification of the change of phase location associated with the 
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melting of a solid. The method is reversible in the sense that it can be implemented marching 
forward in space in the liquid domain, or marching backward in space in the solid phase. A simple 
front tracking technique in the space and time directions combined with a linear interpolation 
allows for an accurate determination of the front location. 
The method is also applied to the numerical solution of the Inverse Stefan problem, a typical 
ill-posed problem. 
The computational procedure is tested against several inear and nonlinear models with noisy 
input data and with different particular implementations, howing the flexibility of the space 
marching, finite differences approach. The numerical experiments corroborate the theoretical 
stability properties of the method. The algorithm effectively restores stability with respect to 
perturbations in the data, which is essential to justify the introduction of the inverse problem 
approach for the numerical solution of Stefan problem, a well-posed problem. 
In all cases, good accuracy is obtained, even for small time sample intervals and relative high 
levels of noise in the data. 
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